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NOTE FROM THE CO-EDITORS
Adam Howard is the Charles A. Dana Professor of Education at Colby College. He
has taught at elite institutions in order to study privilege. He has done this as a way
to understand experiences with poverty, including his own. He has written several
books and articles about privilege.
In his talk, Howard explains how privilege has arisen in America. He says that the
idea of the 99 percent and the 1 percent comes from the financial crisis. This
resulted in anti-elitism sentiments, which Nick Hanauer unintentionally inspired.
Howard says that those who are in privilege have to continually convince those
below them of this idea that they are somehow better. They do this partly through
the way they craft their self-image. He also believes that the education plays a part
in this. These issues of privilege have been affected by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Those who are wealthy and privileged are still doing well during the pandemic as
opposed to those less well-off. He says the privileged were able to shift the United
States' focus away from public health officials' recommendations to what they said
the economic impact would be if the U.S. did not reopen. During this reopening,
they may have been able to continue working from home due to the types of job
they have, unlike the less privileged who were more likely to have to physically go
into work. Howard says that people like Elon Musk and Jeff Bezos as well as
institutions, such as Colby College, display this. He says that Musk and Bezos have
made money during the pandemic due to their goods and services that were
increasingly utilized. In regard to institutions, Howard says that Colby Colleg e has
more 1 percenters than students from low income backgrounds and has been able
to remain open while small liberal arts schools have had to close down due to the
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pandemic. He says that while Americans want to diminish this wealth disparity, they
do not state it as a top priority. Howard points out that it has not been all bad for
those less privileged because with the financial relief given during the pandemic,
there has been a reduction in child poverty. However, more will have to be done to
overhaul these disparities.
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